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building, the size of three rooms, near the site of the grave.
The neighbours were entertained and, afterwards, everybody
was given a present.
On the eleventh day, very early, a troop of singing-boys
came with their gongs and instruments to perform some fare-
well plays before the coffin. They played 'The Five Demons
playing pranks on P'an Kuan*; *Chang T'ien-shih being led
astray by Devils*; 'Chung K'uei and the Little Ghosts'; 'Lao-
tzti passing over Han Kuan'; 'The Six Thieves deceiving
Amida'; Tlums in the Snow'; 'Chuang-tzu dreaming of the
Butterflies'; 'The Heavenly Prince sending down Earth,
Water, Fire, and Wind'; and many another. The ladies
watched the plays from the other side of the screen. When
they were over, all the relatives came and burned paper offer-
ings before the coffin. They made loud lamentation.
The next day was the funeral. At a very early hour the
obituary banner was brought out together with a host of other
banners and objects made of paper. Musicians and Buddhist
and Taoist clergy came. Hsi-men Ch'ing had arranged with
Major Chou for fifty soldiers, all fully equipped with arms and
horses. Ten of them were on duty at the house; the other
forty marched on either side, of the coffin. Another twenty men
from his own department marched in front and attended to the
paper objects. Still another twenty had gone before to the
funeral-ground to guard the gate and receive the offerings that
might be sent there.
Officers, scholars, relatives, friends and neighbours as-
sembled for the funeral. There was a great din of horses and
carriages arriving and the street was full of people. Many
more than a hundred sedan-chairs brought ladies. Even the
smaller sedan-chairs of the singing-girls might have been
counted in scores.
Hsu, the Master of the Yin Yang, selected the moment for
the procession to start.
Hsi-men Ch'ing gave directions for Beauty of the Snow
to stay at home with the two nuns.
P'ing An and two soldiers stood at the gate.
Ch'fen Ching-chi, on his knees before the coffin, broke a cup
into many pieces.  Then  sixty-four undertakers lifted the
coffin upon their shoulders, their directors standing upon a

